Ocean Reef Islands is made up of two islands linked to each other & the mainland by a bridge. This luxury residential community will allow its residents & guests to enjoy a range of amenities, including: a sanctuary that will only be enjoyed by a select number of owners & guests, green areas, recreational parks, a tennis court, an elegant marina & yacht club, fiber optic to guarantee the connectivity of your residence, restricted access 24 hours a day, monitored by a highly trained security team. Many different styles of apartments are offered in this luxury residential community, to fit all of your needs. Luxurious Garden Apartments of three levels include incredible views of the Gulf & Panama City. Located in the central lots of Ocean Reef Islands. 4 modules of ground floor plus 3 high, only 7 families per tower which consist of social area with Interior Gardens, Party Rooms, & Children’s Games, Gym, & Pool. Four patio apartments of approx. 320m2 in closed areas with their private gardens. Levels 100/200 include apartments of approx. 320-350m2. Level 300 includes apartments of approx. 320-350m2 & penthouses with private access to the roof or rooftop with it’s open areas with spectacular views. Roof terrace is the social area of the project for recreation with spectacular views of the Bay of Panama.
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